
Proposal for the NYSRC to Develop a New Local Reliability Rule for NYC 

 on Gas Generation Performance 

 

 Con Edison is concerned that this winter dual fuel units frequently did do not switch 

successfully or did do not have back-up fuel to use when needed. This is a reliability 

concern because the loss of supply MW can lead to more serious consequences. In 

addition, Con Edison’s local planning criteria requiring new units to have dual fuel and 

automatic fuel switching is limited to units connected to the Con Edison gas 

transportation system.  We would prefer that this be in the NYISO’s tariff and applicable 

to all new generation, as is now the rule for blackstart service.  

The NYISO has taken the position at FERC in comments regarding fuel assurance that 

with NYC having around 96% gas-fired units, most with dual fuel, that performance of 

these units under cold weather or summer peak conditions is critical. It is not sufficient 

to meet IRM/LCR minimum requirements if units cannot perform as when needed. The 

NYTOs supported this NYISO position at FERC and further recommended that dual-fuel 

units be required to periodically test and store secure backup fuel on siteprior to the 

winter season to be ready to perform when called upon.  

There are further reliability concerns regarding existing environmental regulations 

placing limits on the use of alternative fuels and new rules that may be enacted through 

the Clean Power Plan. Current discussions on having a reliability safety valve that would 

enable such regulations to be overridden under certain conditions are critical but are 

not part of what the NYSRC can do.Con Edison’s local planning criteria require new gas 

units to have dual fuel and automatic switching but is limited to units connecting to the 

Con Edison gas transportation system.  This leaves out units connecting to other gas 

transportation systems. Because of this, the NYTOs also recommended in their 

comments to FERC that all new gas units in NYC have dual fuel and automatic fuel 

switching.  

Regarding all of the above, There are further reliability concerns regarding existing 

environmental regulations placing limits on the use of alternative fuels and new rules 

that may be enacted through the Clean Power Plan. Current discussions on having a 

reliability safety valve that would enable such regulations to be overridden under certain 

conditions are critical but are not part of what the NYSRC can do.  

 



Con Edison would likestrongly suggests that to approach the NYSRC EC to have it 

instruct its Rules Subcommitteethe RRS to take up the challenge of developing a local 

reliability rule that addresses the issues mentioned above.  

There are further reliability concerns regarding existing environmental regulations 

placing limits on the use of alternative fuels and new rules that may be enacted through 

the Clean Power Plan. Current discussions on having a reliability safety valve that would 

enable the override of such regulations under certain conditions are critical but are not 

part of what the NYSRC can enact on its owndo. We recommend that the NYSRC take 

this position in on-going discussions with the DEC and in potential filings before state 

and federal regulatory bodies, which is consistent with HR draft bill we will be 

discussing on April 10. 

 

April 2, 2015 Con Edison feels it is important to have the NYISO proactively support this 

initiative at the NYSRC. 
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